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See Metro 2033 (video game) for video games based on novels. Metro 2033 Original Russian Edition CoverAuthorDmitry GlukhovskyCountryRussiaLanguageRussian (Original) Series Metro GenresPost Apocalypse Publisher Eksmo (Original) Golantz (English Edition) Published Date 2002/2005 (Russia)
18 March 2010 (U.S.) Media Type Print (Hardcover, Hardcover, paperback) E-bookAudiobookPages544 (Russian edition) 458 (English edition) ISBN978-5-17-059678-2 Follow Metro 2034 Metro 2033 (Russian: Îâ€â€€€€€333) Is an apocalyptic novel by Russian writer Dmitry. It is set within the Moscow
metro, the last survivor hiding after the Global Nuclear Holocaust. It was followed by two sequels, Metro 2034 and Metro 2035, which created the Metro Media franchise. The English edition of the book was published in partnership with the 2010 Video Game Edition. In 2013, against a synopsis backdrop, a
nuclear war brought large numbers of moscow's surviving populations to the city's subway system in search of refuge. Eventually, the community settled within the underground train station and developed into an independent country over time. From the patrol of order to the neo-Stalinist Red Line faction,
to the neo-Nazi Fourth Reich, to stronger factions such as polis with the greatest military power and knowledge of the past, and the Hanparty factionthat dominated the main link of the metro base, there were also emerging. As this group began to evolve, the Red Line and the Fourth Reich quickly entered
a state of war as both men struggled to destroy the other. As the war intensified, unaffiliated stations were demolished by factions, annexed into the Hanparty regime, raided by criminal thieves, or formed an independent state. Other stations were completely destroyed by mutated animals by nuclear fallout.
Although most of the stations were controlled by three major factions, some stations formed independent alliances, including the station VDNKh (exhibition). Within its station, the events of the subway 2033 unfold. The main plot of the novel is a 20-year-old man named Artyom, who was born before the
nuclear war. He was rescued by a group of predatory rats, who killed his mother and station residents as babies by sukhoi, a military officer. Sukhoi is one of the authorities of VDNKh, one of the metro's stations, and raised Artyom as his son. Artyom spends his time patrolling in tunnels and working in
mushroom factories. Artium meets a man named Hunter, who is looking for a guardian. The three meet and discuss the situation in VDNKh, where they are attacked by mysterious creatures called the Dark Circles, which are terrorizing the entire station. Hunter leaves, but asks to speak on Artyom
confesses that 10 years ago, he and his friend went to the surface at a neighboring station, the Botanical Garden. They were unable to seal the exit after the visit and the dark circles have been using the subway entrance since then. Hunter tells Artyom that he plans to collect Intel for Dark Ones, and if he
doesn't return Artyom, he'll have to send a message to a man named Melnick of Polis to hear about the threat. Artyom accepts, feeling responsible for the attacks of the Dark Ones and seeking adventure. Artyom begins its journey towards the center of the subway. His first companion, Bourbon, is killed by
a psychic passed through a pipe, and Artium is guided by a mysterious mystery called Khan. Khan leads him to Gorod, a guitar controlled by a criminal organization, but is separated by an attack by the Fourth Reich. Aryoum is fleeing to be arrested by an empire that has been sentenced to death for
murdering an officer. Just before his execution, a group of revolutionary fighters intervene and rescue him. The empire's pursuit of Artum remains at Paveleskaya Station, and the road to Polis is blocked by the Hansa-controlled Coltsebaya line, which operates strict border controls. Artyom's passport was
lost during his detention, and Artyom is detained after betting on a rat race and failing to obtain travel documents. After escaping, he finally reaches polis. He delivers a message to Melnick, and polis leadership gathers to determine their course of action. Polis does not agree with the intervention, but the
faction known as Bramine (composed of scientists and scholars collecting books from the library above) contactartyom. They believe he is mentally sensitive, so they offer a solution to the threat of the dark ones in exchange for Artyom's help in recovering the sacred book. Arsom travels with Melnick and
young Brahmin to sleep called Daniel. They enter the library and are attacked by the librarian, a mutant creature living there. Daniel suffered a fatal injury, but before he died, he rewarded Aryoum anyway. It is an envelope containing direction for a working missile silo. Artuum and Melnick flee without a
book and re-enter the subway to arrive at Hikoskaya Station. Melnick leaves The Aryoum station to collect reinforcements, but while he's away, Aryoum gets involved in the search for a missing child, Oleg. Artium and Oleg's father is kidnapped by a cannibal tribe who worship the 'Great Worm' as they
follow the traces left by their children. They are rescued by Melnick and a squad of fighters and they escape to the Metro-2, a secret set of tunnels leading to the missile site. The team passes through a metro station leading to the Kremlin, which contains mutated bioweapons that try to hypnotize and
consume. Several people died. Before they explode the fuel tank to distract it. The majority of the group will go to the surface and missile silos, and Artyom can walk back via the subway to provide targeted coordination at the appropriate location, The Osantino Tower. On the way, they stopped at VDNKh,
which was almost overrun by Dark Ones. After a brief reunion with The Guardian, Artyom reaches the tower and his team provides the location of the Dark Ones Hive to the missile scene. As they do, Artyom has a vision of his dreams and nightmares. Before the dark crew discovered Artyom, they were
unable to communicate with human survivors within the subway in a meaningful way and were trying to get in touch. Artyom reassesses his behavior and realizes that what was considered an invasion was actually an attempt to bring violence. When Artyom realizes that the two races can cooperate, the
missiles drop and the dark things are killed. Realizing that the dark circles had died pointlessly, Artium took off his mask and returned home in tears. The publication Dmitry Glukhovsky, who signed a copy of Metro 2033 in 2012, first appeared online in 2002 and has since become an interactive experiment
that attracts thousands of readers from Russia and abroad. In 2005, Xmo was printed and became a national and international bestseller. On March 18, 2010, the English version was released at the same time as the video game edition of the novel was released. By 2010, more than 500,000 copies of
Metro 2033 were sold in Russia alone. [1] More than two million people had read books on the official site, and they even published them in print. [2] Foreign book rights have been sold in dozens of countries. In 2007, Glukowski received the European Society of Sci-Fi Encouragement Award at Metro 2033
Eurocon. [3] Adaptive Video Game Main Article: Metro 2033 (Video Game) Promotional Model for Video Game Adaptation with A copy of the book from IgroMir 2010 first-person shooter video game Metro 2033, developed by Ukrainian Air Studio 4A Game, was released worldwide in 2010. Glukowski said
he chose to adapt the video game for the film, giving him more artistic freedom for the film. Also developed by 4A Game, Metro: The Last Light and Metro Exodus, two sequels were released in 2013 and 2019. As of November 2010, Glukhovsky is negotiating with Hollywood-based studios and producers to
sell film rights. [1] By 2012, MGM had acquired screen rights for Metro 2033, setting F. Scott Frazier Pavito as a pen in the script. Mark Johnson was producing through his Gran Via productions. [4] However, the production was cancelled, and the rights returned to Glukhovsky after he americanized the film
and refused to set it up in Washington instead of Moscow. December 2018 In Washington, D.C., the Nazis don't work, the Communists don't work at all, and dark circles don't work. Washington, D.C. is basically a black city. That all I want to imply [dark things], it's not a metaphor of general xenophobia but
a comment on African Americans at all. [5] On August 23, 2019, Glukhovski announced the film adaptation of the novel on January 2022. [6] The film will be produced by TNT-Premiere, TV-3 and Central Partnership Film Studios. In Russia, Glukowski had no producers who could adapt the book well on
screen. It just seemed impossible. But i finally met a team that could entrust me to The Metro. Our ambition sours like creating world-class blockbusters and stunning even those who read and know the trilogy. To not let them down, I am ready to become a creative producer of the film so That I can make
all of my advice and actions. [7] Sequel and franchise main story: Metro (franchise) Glukhofsky's follow-up novel Metro 2034 was published in 2009, followed by Metro in 2035 and Metro in 2015. In addition, many other authors published scores of volumes in the metro universe in 2033; The saddle of short
stories has also been published, and some authors have created a private underground universe based in other metropolitan areas. [8] See ^ b Interview: Metro 2033's Dmitry Glukhovsky and Hugh Beynon. ^ Metro 2033 Review. It was archived from the original on January 2, 2012. ^ Dmitry A.
Glukhovsky's bio. Originally archived on June 15, 2018. It was retrieved on July 22, 2012. ^ MGM, 'Narnia' producer announced that the Russian sci-fi novel 'Metro 2033' (only) // Hollywoodreporter.com ^ Metro 2033 film production has been discontinued. www.gamereactor.eu. April 23, 2019. ^
Glukhovsky, Dmitry (August 23, 2019). Metro 2033 will be a movie! On January 1, 2022pic.twitter.com/hFBTMIdSfh. @glukhovsky. It was retrieved on August 24, 2019. ^ ^ Trveritina, Alena (November 2, 2011). The writer joins the universe of Metro 2033. The Daily Telegraph. Telegraph Media Group. It
was retrieved on September 22, 2013. External links Wikimedia Commons Metro 2033 related media. The official website is searched at
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